Major Bid Qualification Tool

Criteria

Scoring

Coaching Guide

1 Have we met, face to face, with at least
one person who has sufficient authority to
provide us with a clear brief?

Yes 0
No -10

No.
Call the client and ask for a meeting in order to
discuss the perceived requirements in depth –
and to answer many of the questions raised by
this tool.

2 Do we have the capability and capacity to
provide the services sought and to meet
the client’s requirements?

Yes 0
No -40
? 0

No.
You would have to have an unusual and
compelling reason to pursue this further. Drop
it.

3 Do we understand the client’s business in
depth – to the point that we have
demonstrated this understanding to the
client?

4 Is there a business driver or compelling
event that means that this work / project
will definitely be carried through by the
client? (i.e. the client has to proceed)

Yes 10
No -10
Partial 3

Yes 5
No -10
? -10

5 Do we know the criteria (bases of
decision) upon which the client
organisation will make their decision as to
who to use for this work?

Yes 0
No 0
? 0

6 Do we know the timescales that the client
is working to, in order to reach a decision
on whom to work with?

Yes 0
No 0
? 0

7 Do we know the decision making process?
(i.e. Do we know, step by step, what will
happen within the client’s organisation
between now and the decision date?)

Yes 0
No 0
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?
Make whatever inquiries you need internally and
come to an early decision on whether this is a
real opportunity for your firm.
No.
Call the client and see if they are prepared to
meet in order that you can discuss and
understand the business context of the
opportunity.
Partial
Call the client and see if they are prepared to
meet in order to fill in the gaps that you have in
your knowledge.
No
Be aware that this piece of work may never be
awarded to any firm and only proceed with full
awareness of this potential outcome.
?
Speak with the client to find out what is driving
the need for these services / capabilities and
whether the driver is really compelling.
No or?
Speak with the client and ask specifically what
criteria they will use in order to select the firm
they will eventually work with.
No or?
Speak with the client and specifically ask what
timescales the client is working to in relation to
completion of the work, commencement of the
work and date for decision as to who will carry
out the work.
No
Speak with the client and ask specifically how
they intend to reach a decision.
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8 Do we know that the client definitely has
funds available to pay for the kind of
assistance that is needed?
9 Have we identified who will be the key
people within the client’s organisation
who will be engaged in the decision
making process between now and the
decision date?
10 Will the client’s available budget
accommodate the kind of solution that we
are likely to recommend?

Yes 0
No 0

11 Do we know who else we will be bidding
against for this opportunity? (other
competitors)

Yes 3
No 0
Partial 0

12 Are those people who would be
recognised as the client’s incumbent
advisers, bidding for this opportunity?

Yes 0
No - or no
incumbent 0
? 0
We are the
incumbents 0
Yes -20
No 0
? 0
We are the
incumbents (0)
Yes 5
No 0
Partial 0

No
Speak with the client and clarify if this work /
project has funds allocated to its implementation.
No or partial
Extend the discussion on what the decision
making process will be in order to find out who
will be involved in this process and what their
roles will be.
No
Speak frankly with the client about the kind of
fees / rates that you are likely to charge for the
kind of work they are talking of. Agree with the
client if it is even worth your time - and theirs in your pursuing the opportunity.
?
Speak with the client and try to ascertain what
they have in mind in respect of the spend that
they are anticipating.
Speak with the client and ask (in the nicest
possible way) who else they will be speaking
with. Some clients will refuse to give this
information but some provide it willingly –
believing that it makes the competition for the
work even fiercer.
?
Speak with the client and ask if their current
advisers who have done this type of work in the
past will be bidding for this opportunity.

13 Do the incumbent advisers (if not us) have
a strong track record and strong
relationships with key people within the
client?
14 Have we spoken with the key people
within the client’s decision making process
and ascertained what they personally are
looking for and what their personal bases
of decision will be?
(Cannot be triggered unless there is a
‘yes’ answer to Q8)
15 Have we had the opportunity to speak
with these people and to try to shape
their thinking toward our type of solution
/ proposal?

Yes 0
No 0
Partial 0

Yes 5
No -10
? 0

Yes 5
No 0
Partial 0

(Cannot be triggered unless there is a
‘yes’ answer to Q8)
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?
When speaking with the client about the
inclusion of incumbent advisers, ask how the
relationship works between their two
organisations.
No or partial
Speak with the people identified within the
decision making process and ask specifically what
they personally want to see from the firm
selected to carry out the work.

No or partial
Having made the effort to understand what these
people are looking for, then go back to them
with ‘drawing board’ ideas and ask for their
reactions. Try to get them involved in shaping
these ideas in ways that work for them.
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Coaching Guide

16 Have our interventions with these people
resulted in a shift of mind toward us - and
our type of solution?

Yes 15
No -10
Partial 5

(Cannot be triggered unless there is a
‘yes’ answer to Q14)
17 Have we time and resource (between
now and decision date) to put together
and implement a plan that will advance
our position?

Yes 5
No -5

(Cannot be triggered unless there is a
‘yes’ answer to Q5)
18 Have we generated a practical, time
bound plan to fill the gaps in our
knowledge and to advance our position in
relation to this opportunity?

Yes 10
No -5

No or partial.
Try to meet these people with further ‘drawing
board’ ideas but don’t be surprised if the client
refuses at this stage. If the client refuses, then be
prepared for the fact that your final proposal may
be unsuccessful.
No
You will probably have to resort to a written
document response. If your scoring up to this
point is poor then your proposal will probably
lose. Evaluate whether the time that will be
invested in writing a proposal will be worth it - as
there is an overwhelming probability of losing.
No
You will probably have to resort to a written
document response. If your scoring up to this
point is poor then your proposal will probably
lose. Evaluate whether the time that will be
invested in writing a proposal will be worth it - as
there is an overwhelming probability of losing.

(Cannot be triggered unless there is a
‘yes’ answer to Q16)
19 Are we able to match our proposal to
satisfy the bases of decision that the
organisation is using to select the firm
they wish to work with?

Yes 5
No -10
Partially 2

(Cannot be triggered unless there is a
‘yes’ answer to Q4)

No
If the bases of decision are truly critical to who
will be selected - and if other competitors are
well placed to meet these - then consider if it is
even worth pursuing the bid further. Speak with
the client and ascertain if it is possible to
influence these criteria (to ones more favourable
to your firm).
Partially
Assess by how much your firm’s final bid is likely
to miss the client’s bases of decision. If the miss
level is marginal then consider going ahead –
particularly if all the known competitors will also
have difficulty in meeting the criteria. Speak with
the client and ascertain if it is possible to
influence these criteria (to ones more favourable
to your firm).
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20 Are we able to match our proposal to
satisfy the bases of decision that the key
people will personally be using to select
the firm that they wish to work with?

Yes 15
No -15
Partially 4

No
If the personal bases of decision of some of the
key players are truly critical as to who will be
selected - and if other competitors are well
placed to meet these - then consider if it is even
worth pursuing the bid further. Speak with these
people and ascertain if it is possible to influence
their criteria (to ones more favourable to your
firm).

(Cannot be triggered unless there is a
‘yes’ answer to Q13)

21 Have we been able to demonstrate (either
in the past, or in this bid opportunity)
some form of added value to those key
people involved in the decision making
process?

Yes 15
No -5

22 Do the key people within the decision
making process have a positive experience
of what it is like to work with us – either
through previous work or through other
interventions that we have engineered in
the pursuit of this or other bid
opportunities?

Yes 10
No -5
Partially 3
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Partially
Assess by how much your firm’s final bid is likely
to miss these key people’s bases of decision. If
the miss level is marginal then consider going
ahead – particularly if all the known competitors
will also have difficulty in meeting the criteria.
Speak with these people and ascertain if it is
possible to influence their criteria (to ones more
favourable to your firm).
No
If time allows, find some kind of opportunity to
demonstrate to the key people that not only do
you want to win their work but also you are the
kind of people who think about their clients and
are prepared to go that extra inch – or mile!
Make sure these actions represent real value in
the client’s eyes.
No or partially
If time allows, find some opportunity to do
something for the key people that allows them to
experience ‘in miniature’ what it is like to work
with you and your organisation. A small project,
a limited scope piece of research or a short
‘surgery’ around key issues faced by the client’s
organisation could provide the client with real
evidence of what it is like to work with you.
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